
A problem in Dell G5 5500
Beitrag von „gamal“ vom 22. Februar 2021, 16:46

A problem with the Hacking boot

Try setup catalina or bog sur

Through clover or opencore, but unfortunately failed in any case

In clover bootloader I am showing a message like the attached picture

In the case of the opnecore bot, I get a message not suport platform

The device specifications are

Processor: 10th Generation Intel® Core ™ i7 -10750H (12MB Cache, up to 5.0 GHz, 6 cores)

RAM: 16GB

Hard Disk: 512 SSD

Graphics Card: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1660 Ti 6GB GDDR6

Please help
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Hello,

you can look here:

https://github.com/leocg/Hackintosh-Dell-G5-5590

It is not exakt your Device, but perhaps, it helps, to find the error.

You can also upload your EFI, perhaps some of the people here has an advice for you.

Good luck

Beitrag von „gamal“ vom 23. Februar 2021, 15:21

Zitat von Dr. Moll

Hello,

you can look here:

https://github.com/leocg/Hackintosh-Dell-G5-5590

It is not exakt your Device, but perhaps, it helps, to find the error.

You can also upload your EFI, perhaps some of the people here has an advice for you.

Good luck

Alles anzeigen

I've tried this before and the result is just like in the picture
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Hello,

can you upload your EFIs as zip-file? I dont think that someone can help you without more
information.

Good luck

Beitrag von „gamal“ vom 24. Februar 2021, 12:34

This is my EFI file Please help my

Beitrag von „gamal“ vom 3. März 2021, 11:29

Catalina System is installed but there are some problems namely

Microphone does not work either normal audio works

Of course the Wi-Fi does not work

When installing some programs, the kernail banck message does not appear

Attachment of the EFI file I'm currently working with

Please help

Beitrag von „gamal“ vom 7. März 2021, 08:37

Why this ignore the members of the forum esteemed

Now, I have a problem with defining the touch is cold and the sound card does not output
sound except from the internal speakers only, but the hadfree does not work

Please help
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